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ABSTRACT 
   In this project, a simulation model is demonstrated that compares the efficiency and performance of various hybrid electric 
vehicle topologies. The obtained results include properties of various topologies as well as a recommendation for a better topology. 
The study of this HEV is restricted to those which consists of ICE (internal combustion engine), electric energy storages and one drive 
train. We are mainly choosing 4 types of topologies i.e., Parallel, series, series-parallel and power split hybrid. There are many 
possibilities in the models that are variable for example introduction of helical gears in planetary gearbox in power split type topology, 
charging strategies and driver behaviours etc. The super capacitors in the model facilitate high battery performance.  
  The results simulated give an overview of most efficient topology with less complexity and better performance. It 
done by defining a traffic model that are taken from the real-time data sets. The result of simulation provides an evidence for 
feasibility of better topology and control strategy. 
 
Keywords: Simulation Model, Hybrid-Car, Simulation. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
1. Study of different hybrid power trains with Engine and electric machines. 
2. Performance with super capacitors in different topologies. 
3. Helical gears in planetary gear box in power split topology. 
4. Modelling and simulation of different power trains with Mat lab/simulink. 
5. Comparison of different results obtained by the simulation. 
6. Selection of better topology by considering various parameters 
 

A hybrid is the crossover of two species, or other organisms of two different types. A lot of contemporary usage of the word has 
returned to inculcated artificial technologies; anything (such as a power plant, engine, or electronic circuit) that has two different types 
of parts performing essentially identical functions [1]. A hybrid vehicle is one that combines two or more power sources. ICE, fuel 
cells, electrical devices, and muscle strength are all examples of power sources. The HEVs investigated in this thesis had to have an 
enclosed combustion engine (ICE), some kind of energy storage, and a minimum of one motor. When compared to conventional cars, 
this is expected to result in lower fuel consumption and pollution. Starting with a "clean sheet," an efficient taking of architecture style 
options necessitates the use of a scientific method. Constant quantity optimisation studies consider the appearance options for a given 
design. The most challenging design problem is deciding on the style the planning the look options for the design itself. The majority 
of design style options are unknown and should be produced using the designer's intuition. As a result, a scientific approach to 
generating and selecting various architectures is fascinating. 

 
The addition of mechatronic devices to vehicle power trains, like as electrical machines, has rekindled interest in the power train 

design optimization problem. Increased demand for higher fuel efficiency raises the bar for what can be accomplished by power train 
electrification. Market models are designed for particular kinds of vehicles, and a completely differential special unique divergent 
vehicle with distinct demands which require a completely different layout to match the vehicle and vehicle characteristics. For 
example, an integrate technology intended for a passenger vehicle would not result in acceptable fuel economy when applied to a very 
large vehicle [4]. As a result, successful electrification necessitates a methodology to determining the most appropriate vehicle power 
train configuration. 

 
1.1Energy Use in IC engine Vehicles    

To comprehend how a HEV can save energy, it is necessary to first comprehend how conventional vehicles use energy. The 
following is a breakdown of energy consumption in a high-performance vehicle [2]: 
Vehicles should generate power at the tyres to get through the following obstacles in order to maintain movement: 

a. Aerodynamic drag is a type of drag that occurs when an object moves through the air 
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b. Resistance to rolling (the objecting forces between tires and the surface of the roads) 
c. The gravitational forces involved in improving a grade Furthermore, in order to accelerate, the vehicle's inertia should be 
reduced. When the vehicle comes to a stop, the majority of the energy created in acceleration is lost as thermal energy while 
applying the brake. 

 
  The automobile must have enough power to run accessories like a heater fan, lights, power steering, and air conditioning [2]. 
 

Finally, an automobile must be able to produce energy for acceleration with minimal lag because when driver presses the 
accelerator that might create leaving the source of power in standby (energy-consuming) mode. 

 
A gasoline drive train automobile converts fuel energy into shaft power, which is then directed through the power train to 

turn the wheels. Because internal combustion engines have a theoretical efficiency limit, more of the thermal energy produced by 
combustion is lost and will not be used for transmission. Furthermore, reaching the theoretical efficiency limit is improbable because: 
Little energy is transferred through the combustion chamber before it can do work. Some gas is buried at pressures lower than the 
maximum allowable. Gasoline is also burned when the power generator is under weight or when the automobile is coasting or while a 
halt, with the engine sitting idle. Any how some engine loss will occur regardless of the conditions, half of them will happen due to 
engines in most power trains are developed to provide incredibly large amounts of peak capacity for the acceleration capacity 
demanded by customers, roughly ten times the capacity required to ride at 100 km/h. The engines, on either hand, are regular pace at a 
portion of their maximum capacity, rendering them ineffective during these times. 
 

Using that heavy engine increases the amount of gasoline required to make the engine running while the automobile is halted, 
braking, or pedalling, as well as increases losses due to the engine's added size, which increases rolling resistance and dynamic 
concept losses. Grade ability requirements necessitate approximately sixty or seventieth of the capability required to accelerate from 
zero to 100 km/h in less than twelve seconds. 

 
1.2 Energy Savings Potential of Hybrid Drive trains 

In words of full energy usage potency, the abstract benefits of a hybrid over a traditional vehicle are [2]:  
1.2.1 Regenerative braking. By using its electrical drive motor(s) in generator mode to stop the automobile, a crossover can absorb a 
part of the power generally lost as thermal energy to the mechanical braking.  
1.2.2 Additional cost-effective ICE operation, and also a decrease in idle time  
     A hybrid can clear a number of powers related negative effects with respect to engine movement at velocity and cargo 
combinations where its engine is ineffective by making the using the power memory unit to either consume a portion of the Internal 
combustion engines performance, complement it, or possibly compensate for it. This enables the ICE to control only at the speeds and 
masses where it is most effective. Once associate degree HEV is halted, the system may either closed off engine, with the idea of 
being able providing backup power (for temperature control the automobile the inside, powering headlights, and so on), or run the 
engine at a higher-than-idle power setting and use the surplus power [2]. Whenever the device's engine is started turning off idle, the 
power train is made so that the drive motor is also an electric motor, allowing for a very full reset owing to the increase input voltage 
of the machine.  
1.2.3 Smaller ICE: The HEV's ICE will be reduced in size because the memory unit will take up a portion of the capacity. The ICE is 
also designed for a constant load rather than a high quick acceleration weight. This allows the ICE to perform at a portion of the 
maximum capacity for the majority of the driving, usually at higher fuel potency.  
1.2.4 Potential for higher weight. Deny the reality that perhaps the gas energy generation on a variant is less powerful and lighter 
than the engine in a diesel engine of standardized data, this same as a whole hybrid weight is substantially greater than the regular car 
it substitutes due to extra weight of the storage component, electrical motor, and specific parts. This, is dependent on the storage 
machines selected, the vehicle's efficiency requirements, and so on [2].  
1.2.5 Electrical losses. Regardless of the fact that electric power transmission powertrain components for unidirectional energy flow 
are fairly affordable, current flows away and forth along parts in many features, leading in cascading losses. Furthermore, a number of 
the parts are forced to handle under circumstances that reduce their potency. Most dc motors, like ICEs, for example, have lesser 
effectiveness at low-speed, low-load preparing to take of city driving. Several of the massive power benefits of an electrical drive train 
will be ended up losing if careful element choice and an assumption strategy that reduces electrical losses were not used.  
 

The power train design of a HEV primarily contains an engine, multiple number of generator/motors (MGs), high-voltage 
and less-tension batteries, power electric (PE) equipment such as electrical converters and DC-DC motors, and a transmission that 
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connects the propulsion devices to the vehicle engine [4]. The automobile structure will be divided into two parts: mechanical & 
electrical systems. The arrangement of the equipment on the electrical sequence, i.e., batteries, letter of the alphabet devices, and MGs 
are related, is referred to as electrical design. Mechanical design encompasses the layout of MGs, as well as the engine, transmission, 
and vehicle power output. during this thesis the main focus is on the mechanical design [4]. 

 
A like to the last complement given before, a mechanical drive train design might comprise many configurations permitting 

switch from a single configuration to a different throughout vehicle operandi. In associate degree HEV design with similar capacity, 
every explicit arrangement is named a mode. During this scenario, the HEV design will be outlined as a mixture of driving modes. 
Appling totally different completely different} five driving modes will be wont to accomplish higher drivability and potency 
underneath different driving conditions. The way piston and electric devices are related is a common way to distinguish configurations 
or modes. The descriptions that follow define three types of configurations: series, parallel, series—parallel and power-split [19]. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Characteristics of Hybrid electric vehicle 
Emissions: In an ICE, ideal combustion will occur under certain conditions. That is, all hydrocarbons are converted into carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and water (H2 O). This is referred to as stoichiometric combustion. (F/A) S denotes the stoichiometric air (A) to fuel 
(F) mixture, which results in combustion process. The ratio of actual to stoichiometric fuel-to-air blend is more commonly known as 
[1]. When 1, all fuel is not properly converted, and remaining items, or emission levels, occur. Some pollutions are regulated by 
legislation, while others are not. The controlled ones include hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxide (NOX). 
Formaldehyde and polyaromatic hydrocarbons are examples of untreated residues [9]. Where there is a lack or excess of oxygen in 
combustion, incomplete combustion results in the formation of HC. Humans are poisoned by hydrocarbons, which can cause cancer. 
NOX is formed when oxygen and nitrogen in the air react at high temperatures (> 1800 K) during combustion [1]. Acid rain is caused 
when NOX mixes with water, which is harmful to the climate. Choking is a side effect, and it can also lead to cancer. CO is produced 
when CH to CO2 combustion is incomplete due to a lack of oxygen or an uneven fuel mixture. Any air-breathing body's ability to 
consume oxygen is blocked by the CO outlet. To minimise emissions, most vehicles today are fitted with a three-way catalytic 
converter (TWC). The interior of the TWC is covered with a noble metal, which converts CO to CO2 and HC to CO2 and water. In 
addition, the TWC transforms NOX into N2 and O2. This reduction in emissions is highly dependent on the benefit. Only a small –
window is available for this to function. 
 
  Figure 2.1 depicts the differences in HC, CO, and NOX before TWC, while Figure 2.2 depicts the emission after the catalyst 
was reduced (Haywood, 1988). Take note of the window. The graphs' exact shapes are determined by the engine configuration [9]        

                                                            
                    Fig 2-1 Variation of HC, CO and NO concentration [1]        Fig2-2 Remaining emissions after catalyst [1] 
 

Since the TWC-control algorithm is too slow, the power demand changes transiently during rapid acceleration, forcing the 
value outside the -window. In a HEV, a control rule that uses electric machines for transient power demand can be used to achieve 
a=1. As a result, the ICE strain can be regulated, ensuring that neither too little nor too much oxygen is available during fuel 
combustion [9].  

 
Fuel consumption 

Several factors influence fuel consumption, or brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc), during combustion. The bsfc is 
affected by the ICE speed and torque demand on the traction power demand, as well as the ICE regulation rules. The design of a 
particular engine has an impact on consumption, fuel energy quality, and, ultimately, driver behaviour. Different losses affect the 
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chosen combination of torque (T) and rpm [1]. Mechanical friction losses increase as the temperature rises, but cooling losses take 
precedence at lower temperatures. At high T, flow losses take precedence. Pump losses are more prevalent at lower prices. Figure 2.3 
depicts the T / feature of an ICE.   

 
Fig. 2-3 Efficiency diagram [1] 

 
Efficiency: Efficiency is a measure of a system's ability to convert one input into another, such as fuel to kinetic energy. Equation 2.1 
shows the theoretical efficiency of a spark ignition engine (Otto). An ordinary Otto engine has a maximum efficiency of around 33%, 
whereas a Diesel engine has a maximum efficiency of around 45 percent (due to the higher compression ratio) [1].  
 
                            ŋt  = 1-(1/ԑk-1)                                                                         --------2.1 
 
 ηt = theoretical efficiency of a piston engine (ICE), ε = compression ratio of an ICE, κ = the adiabatic exponent (= cp /cv ), cp = 
specific heat of a gas at constant pressure, cv = specific heat of a gas at constant volume[1] 
Rising friction losses is part of the process. As a consequence, the outcomes do not always imply increased productivity. The quality is 
also affected by the temperature. Equation 2.2 describes the mechanical efficiency. 
 
                              ŋm = 1-(Pf/ Pi)                                                                      -------2.2 
 
ηm = mechanical efficiency of an ICE, pf = mean pressure to overcome the mechanical friction loses, pi = indicated mean pressure of a 
combustion engine [4]. 
 

As the value of pi rises, so does the value of m. This is accomplished by rising the load, which results in increased torque. As 
a result, ICE efficiency is higher when there is a lot of torque but not a lot of rotational speed. Friction losses account for the latter. 
The performance of a hybrid is determined not only by the internal combustion engine, but also by the electric motors, battery, 
transmissions, and power electronics 5]. The overall efficiency is determined by the precise selection of individual components and 
system control. The bsfc is inversely proportional to total efficiency. 

 
Dynamic behaviour 

The driver will press the gas pedal to accelerate the car. The connection, to which the gas accelerator is attached, controls the 
flow of air into the manifold, this results in increased torque. The combination of fuel and air is cautiosly calibrated to be inside to 
reduce emissions. The engine will start to misfire if the mixture becomes too lean. The sudden rise in air pressure caused by 
acceleration must be countered with fuel to keep the pressure steady. In order to prevent misfire, the engine manager normally gives 
input to the injection of an appropriate amount of fuel. On either hand, this may result in the engine running rich in fuel. As the 
quantity of energy provided by the engine and used to vaporise the gas is insufficient, the heat in the cylinder is jeopardised by the 
sudden rise in fuel. As a result of the increased fuel injection, the cylinder cools and the fuel condense on the cylinder shell. The 
vaporisation of the gas is lagged as a result, and the λ-control is transient, resulting in a rise in emission since λ≠1.  
  

At stationary conditions, the obtained torque shows airflow from the throttle and they are shown in Figure 2.4. The torque is 
shown in the graph when the engine is set to λ=1. The consequences of tuning during variation weight changes are not taken into 
consideration. It should be noted greater turning force at less velocity is not possible under general circumstances. Since the 
ventilation would be inadequate, this will be the case. The pressure in the manifold is minimal and cannot exceed that of the 
surrounding air. A supercharger, on the other hand, will increase airflow, resulting in increased torque [1]. 
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Fig. 2-4 The air map of ice [1] 

 
The engine will not operate at λ= 1 during transients. This, in fact, has an effect on the achieved torque, which must be 

adjusted for the actual λ value [9]. The Fig 2.5 is example of correction as mentioned above. 
 

        Tactual = f(Tairflow, ƛactual)                                                                         -------------2.3  
 

 
Figure 2-5 Torque reductions as function of λ [1] 

 
As long as the changes in torque demand aren't too big or, at the very least, not too quick, the λ-control is manageable. 

Operating point changes slower than 2 Hz can be controlled by the -control device when expressed as a bandwidth. The torque 
adjustments can be explained as a result of fuel injection feed forward and system latency, i.e., the system low-pass filters the 
demanded torque. One of the primary benefits of installing an electric machine in a conventional vehicle is the ability to let the electric 
machines manage transient shifts, reducing the ICE's need for quick dynamics. Instead, the transients are stored in the cells, resulting 
in electric losses. In exchange, pollutants can be kept below predetermined levels, and this technique holds λ ≈1[9].  

 
Series Hybrid System 

I.C. engine acts as a generator to price batteries and gives power to the electrical force motor. These cars specially have a 
larger battery % and large vehicles have smaller I.C. engines [17]. Series hybrids may be accompanied by ultra-capacitors, that could 
enhance the efficiency of battery by reducing the losses. They can supply height power during acceleration and take regenerative 
power during braking. A simple transmission between motor and wheel is the only thing needed, as electric powered vehicles does not 
emit hydrocarbons and green with high range of velocity. Every wheel has different designs for vehicles in an electric powered one. 
The trip performance is reduced by increasing of unsprung mass that fails for the motor integration. 

 
Advantages of character wheel vehicles are traction management i.e., (no traditional mechanical equipment like gearbox, 

differential and wheel drive. 
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Fig 2-6 Series Hybrid vehicle block diagram [2] 

 
Parallel Hybrid System 

Parallel hybrid structures have each an inner combustion engine (ICE) and an electric motor in parallel linked to a mechanical 
transmission. This works with an alternator and a starter motor changing at times containing position between transmission and 
combustion engine, regularly motor and generator in one unit. The most interesting thing is battery may be recharged by regenerative 
breaking, and throughout (whilst the ICE energy is better than the desired energy for propulsion). The parallel energy train is more 
complex than a series hybrid because it is dual-driven, allowing both the combustion engine and the electric motor to propel the 
vehicle. The I.C. engine and motor appear to work in combination in the diagram. Typically, the combustion engine is the basic mode 
of propulsion, with the electrical motor serving as a replacement or turning force/energy booster. Small batteries (less weight) and, in 
most cases, much green regenerative braking to sluggish the vehicle and seize power at the same time are the advantages of this. The 
main advantage is, that it could uncomplicated for integration into present day vehicles. Due to its compact characteristics, small 
vehicles use parallel configuration. Most passenger cars employ this configuration.  

                                 
Fig. 2.7 Parallel Hybrid Systemblock diagram 4] 

 
Series-Parallel Hybrid System: In this sort of power tech, it's miles a percent of the 2 power tech types, bearing in mind the 
automobile to function as all-electric (as a chain hybrid), as an all-combustion automobile, or as an aggregate of the 2 (as a parallel 
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hybrid). This is the maximum complicated and least green strength teach for maximum applications. Combined hybrid structures have 
capabilities of each collection and parallel hybrids. There is a double connection among the engine and the power axle: mechanical 
and electric. This breaks up strength direction lets in interconnecting mechanical and electric strength, at a few prices in complexity. 
Power-break up gadgets is integrated with inside the strength teach. The strength to the wheels may be both mechanical or electric or 
each. This is likewise the case in parallel hybrids. But the primary precept at the back of the blended gadget is the decoupling of the 
strength provided via way of means of the engine from the strength demanded via way of means of the driver. In a blended hybrid at 
decrease speeds, this gadget operates as a chain HEV, whilst at excessive speeds, in which the collection powertrain is much less 
green, the engine takes over. This gadget is extra costly than a natural parallel gadget because it wishes an additional generator, a 
mechanical break up strength gadget and extra computing strength to manipulate the twin gadget. 

 
Fig. 2.8 Series-parallel hybrid block diagram [2] 

 
Power-Split Hybrid System: The planetary gear (PG) package is a key component of the power-split configuration due to its 
flexibility and high performance. The vehicle is powered by an engine and MGs attached to one or more PGs in various 
configurations. A PG set is made up of a ring gear on the outside, a sun gear in the middle, and pinions in the middle. As shown 
below, the pinions are connected by a bar, forming the carrier gear [4]. 
 

 
Fig.2.9 Planetary Gear With pinions and Sun Gear [4] 

 
Depending on the number of PGs in the architecture, there are a variety of ways to link the engine, motors, and vehicle 

performance, giving you a variety of options. 1-PG, 2-PG, and even 3-PG systems have been suggested [4] in the literature as power-
split configurations. The use of PGs allows for the development of a wide range of architecture options. A parallel configuration can 
be achieved, for example, by grounding some gears in the PG set. When no parametric representation of the space of architecture 
alternatives is available, a model capable of representing all of the architecture alternatives is required. For this, we created a new 
"updated bond graph" representation.[4] 
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Fig 2.10. Power Split Hybrid system block diagram[4] 
 

The aim of this research is to compare four different topologies in terms of managing success and losses. For this reason, 
simulation models that describe the entire vehicle for various topologies are developed. The individual submodels in the simulation 
models are carefully selected. The models' goal is to model each aspect that has a major impact on fuel consumption and emissions 
separately [1]. Electric machines, ICE, battery, transmission, and other simulation blocks are included. Both control algorithms, i.e., 
the onboard computers, are grouped together in a power distribution block [9]. This method of operation allows for a detailed 
examination of the HEV's most critical energy transformations. The time scaling was chosen to allow for a more detailed investigation 
of the ICE's transient behaviour. The models are constructed as similarly as possible in order to replicate and compare the four chosen 
topologies as equally as possible. That is, three of the models are simulated in the same simulation model: series, parallel, and Series-
Parallel. The model switches between the three topologies by adjusting the model parameters. Due to the existence of the planetary 
gear and its diverged power delivery [1], as well as the involved transmission, the power split topology needs its own simulation 
model.  

 
There are several HEV topologies to choose from, each with its own set of advantages and disadvantages. The question is, 

how can they be compared? The aim of this study is to develop a model that allows for a comparison of various hybrid topologies in 
terms of fuel consumption, emissions, and efficiency. The obtained result will then emphasise the properties of the various topologies 
and serve as a basis for the hybrid topology selection [1]. 

 
 There are many commercially available hybrid setups that all include a battery, an ICE, a vehicle propulsion system, and the 
required control system, among other things. There are many commercial vehicles on the market today that use a variety of these 
topologies. There is usually no way to compare topologies fairly because there are too many variables to consider, such as vehicle 
weight, ICE size and shape, control rules, fuel, and so on [9]. The work outlined in this study has the following objectives: 
 
3.Due to factors such as motor models, battery models, control rules, major energy converters, and related speed and torque 
limitations, model hybrid topologies as closely as possible [1]. 
 
4. Model hybrid topologies as closely as possible due to considerations such as motor models, battery models, regulation laws, main 
energy converters, and associated speed and torque limits [1]. 
 
 The ICE model is capable of simulating both stationary and intermittent operations. Also in transient service, this makes it 
easier to account for the effects of various regulation laws on fuel consumption and pollution. The aim of the models is not to simulate 
the economic effects of the chosen topologies [9]. They will change dramatically as a result of new scientific findings, political 
decisions, and other factors. Rather, the aim is to show how to compare various topologies in a systematic way and to provide a 
context for doing so. Furthermore, the simulation models are created without concern for the long-term consequences that may impact 
vehicle components. 
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 This comparison looked at four different HEV topologies: parallel, series, Series-Parallel, and power break HEV. The parallel 
topology is the most efficient choice, according to the results of the simulations. It's also the topology with the simplest structure. Fast 
ICE dynamics, i.e., a less charging time constant, put small strain on the battery and reduce consumption. The gain factor, which 
governs power demand as a result of battery SOC deviation, also has an effect on fuel consumption [9]. The battery is not used as a 
power buffer when the gain factor is high. 
 
MODELLING AND SIMULATION 
3.1 Case study 
 A case study is based on the models described in this chapter. The four topologies will fulfil the needs as closely as possible 
to a reference vehicle, and differences in performance and efficiency for a variety of driving conditions will be weighed against each 
other. The vehicle inputs will be changed to meet the requirements of each topology. 
 
3.1.1 Driving cycles 
 The simulations in this project were created using the US06 and ECE 15 cycles. US06 describes highway driving, which 
includes erratic accelerations and high speeds. The cycle is 12.8 kilometres long, has a mean speed of 77.8 kilometres per hour [9], a 
top speed of 130 kilometres per hour, and a maximum acceleration of 3.24 metres per second. The below figures represent the full 
cycle details. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.1 EPA US06 Velocity [7] 

 
Fig 3.2 US06 Acceleration [7] 

 
The cycle ECE 15 will be used in the survey to compare the topologies fairly. The drive cycle in ECE 15 is not as aggressive 

as the drive cycle in US06. The cycle is theoretical and contains only minor accelerations. The ECE cycle, also known as the UDC 
cycle, is a type of urban driving cycle. It was designed to simulate city driving conditions. It has a low vehicle speed, a low engine 
load, and a low exhaust gas temperature. The speed limit for light duty vehicles is 90 km/h. The cycle is 10.8 kilometres long and 
travels at an average speed of 31.7 kilometres per hour. The accelerations are significantly lower than the US06, which has an 
acceleration of 1.04 m/s². 
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Fig 3.3 ECE-15 Driving cycle Velocity [7] 

                          

 
Fig 3.4 ECE-15 Driving cycle acceleration [7] 

 
3.1.2 Reference vehicle 
 The reference vehicle is chosen based on the availability of input and measured data. The best data available is with the 
Toyota Prius, but ICE data for the Prius is not available. Another input from a comparable engine was obtained from 
https://www.auto-data.net/en/saab-9-3-model-1275. It has a maximum torque of 213 Nm at 3900 rpm and a maximum energy of 115 
kW at 5800 rpm [10]. Outputs include original torque, consumption, and emissions. The emission output is calculated using scaled 
emission maps based on SAAB engine measurements. The machine size is chosen to be as similar to the Prius, and they are changed 
to meet the requirements of the one topology. The input data originate from Toyota (Toyota Motor Corporation, 2000). Table 3-1 
presents the main data of prius 
 

Parameter value 

Vehicle mass [Kgs] 1645 

Front Area [m2] 2.52 

Max. Power Em1 [kW] 33 

Max Torque em1 [Nm] 350 

Max Speed em1 [rad/s] 585 

Max. Power Em2 [kW] 33 

Max Torque em2 [Nm] 68 

Max Speed em2 [rad/s] 471 

Max. Power ICE [kW] 53 

Max Torque ICE [Nm] 115 

Battery Type NiMH 

Maximum Charge [kWh] 1.7 
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Maximum speed[km/h] 160 

Battery inner resistance [ohm] 0.49-0.56 

Table 3.1 Data of Toyoto Prius [10] 
 
3.2 Modelling Parameter 
  Dynamics of chassis, effectiveness of electrical machines and ICE and their extreme torque at various working conditions, 
battery parameters like state of charge (SOC) and temperature, and power distribution control between the sources of power traction 
are all parameters that have a considerable influence on performance, power consumption, and emissions. The complex working of 
ICE is important when assessing pollution and mileage usage [1]. As a result, the time scaling for the ICE's wall wetting and other 
complex sources is chosen. Path slope, horizontal, and vertical forces are not considered since the modelling models only simulate 
longitudinal vehicle motions [9].  
3.2.1 Chassis 
 The body of a two-axle automobile in without lateral motion is shown. The chassis considers mass of the body, aerodynamic 
drag, inclination of the road, and distribution of load among the two drive shafts due to acceleration and profile of the road [5]. The 
number of tyres on every axle of the vehicle may be the same or different. Optional features include pitch and suspension dynamics, as 
well as variable mass and inertia. In relation to the deck, the car does not travel vertically. 
 
 Port H is the longitudinal motion of the vehicle body's translational conserving port. This connection should be linked to the 
motion of rolling provided by the tyres. Connections V, NF, and NR reflect the physical signal output ports for vehicle velocity and 
front and rear regular wheel forces, respectively. Wheel forces acting downward are called positive. Wheel forces acting downward 
are called positive [5]. The physical signal port J acknowledges the additional mass's inertia regarding its own CG as both variable 
mass and pitch dynamics are present. which is perpendicular to the axles [5]. The standard, z, orientation is often perpendicular to the 
axle-longitudinal plane rather than parallel to gravity while the vehicle is travelling down an incline slope.[11] 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Vehicle Body (Chassis) 

 
Input Parameters of Vehicle body  
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The mass and centre of gravity is considered with respect to the data obtained by measured values of Toyoto Prius. The 
values are changed with default default value. The Drag Coefficient is applied with a value of 0.25. Air density is remained default 
with a value of 1.18 kg/m3. 

 
3.2.2 Internal Combustion Engine ICE) 
 Represents a system-level model of spark-ignition and diesel engines that can be used where only the basic parameters are 
usable in the early stages of modelling. choice half velocity and controllers are eligible. The throttle feedback signal T, which has a 
range of 0 to 1, determines the turning force wanted from the engine as a percentage of maximum torque. If at all the generator 
velocity slips below that of Stall speed, the engine turning force falls to zero. The simulation will pause and an error message will 
appear if the engine velocity reaches the highest rpm [13]. 
 
 Mechanical rotational conserving ports F and B are connected to the engine crankshaft and engine block, respectively. Engine 
power and fuel consumption rate are recorded by connections P and FC, which are physical signal output ports [16]. 
 
 
 
 
                                   
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.7 Generic Engine In simscape library [13] 
 
Input Values of Generic engine 

 
 
 
                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.8 Values showing Max. Power, Max. Speed Etc. 
 

The Engine inertia is 0.2 kg*m2 and initial velocity is 800 rpm. The fuel consumption values are given in Speed and torque 
vector form. The speed vector applied is [1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000] rpm and the torque vector is [0, 
80,160,200,240,320,360,400]N*m and fuel consumption vector is given as [.5, .9, 1.4, 1.6, 1.9, 2.7, 3.4, 4.4; 1, 1.7, 2.7, 3.1, 3.6, 5, 6, 
7.4; 1.4, 2.7, 4, 4.8, 5.6, 7.5, 8.5, 10.5; 2, 3.6, 5.8, 6.7, 8, 10.4, 11.7, 13.3; 2.5, 4.8, 7.9, 9.4, 10.8, 14, 16.2, 18.6; 3.1, 6, 10.3, 11.9, 
13.8, 18.4, 22, 26.5] g/s. 

 
3.2.3 Power Electronics 
i. DC Motor: The electrical and torque characteristics of a DC motor are represented by the corresponding circuit model in the DC 
Motor block. You define the equivalent circuit parameters for this model when you set the Model parameterization parameter to by 
equivalent circuit parameters. The resistance defined in the Armature resistance parameter is equal to the resistor R. The inductance 
defined in the Armature inductance parameter is equal to the inductor L..[12] 
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 A positive torque acts from the mechanical C to R ports when a positive current flow from the electrical + to - ports. The sign of the 
back-emf or torque constants can be changed to change the direction of the motor torque. 
  
 
 
 
                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.9 DC Motor Input Parameters for DC Motor 
 
ii. Supercapacitor: 

Implements a generic supercapacitor model which allows the simulation of Electric Double Layer Capacitors (EDLCs) 
 
 
 
                                        
 
 
 

Fig 3.10 Super capacitor Block 
 
Parameters for Super Capacitors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.11 Parameters for super capacitor 
 

The rated capacitance(F) is 99.5 and DC resistance 8.9e-3 ohms. Number of series capacitors are changed to 18 from 20 and 
parallel is remained unchanged. Finally, the operating temperature is 25 degree celsius. 
Following are the benefits or advantages of Supercapacitor: 

1 It offers high energy density and high-power density compare to common capacitor. 
2 It offers high capacitance (From 1 mF to >10,000F). 
3 It offers fast charging ability. 
4 It offers superior low temperature performance (from -40oC to 70oC). 
5 It offers longer Service and long life (about 10 to 15 years compare to 5-10 years of Li-ion battery). It offers virtually unlimited 

cycle life and can be cycled millions of times. 
6 It offers higher reliability of performance. 
7 It reduces size of the battery, its weight and consecutively cost. 

Supercapacitors meet environmental standards. Hence, they are eco-friendly.[8] 
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3.2.4 Driver model 
   Based on reference and feedback velocities, a parametric longitudinal speed tracking controller generates normalised 
acceleration and braking commands. Use the external actions to send signals that can disable, hold, or override the block's closed-loop 
commands 5]. This priority is used by the block for the input commands: disable, hold, and override 
 
 
                                                                                   
 
 

                                                                                               
Fig 3.12 Driver model 

Input Parameters For driver model  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.13 Control and Configuration parameters for Driver model 
 

The Control Type is PI and the velocity units are km/hr. The output gear signal will be unselected since the selection of gear 
is simple gear in drive train model.The proportional gain is 15Kp and internal gain is 1 Ki. The error filter time constant is 0.3. 

 
3.2.5 Battery 
 The discharge characteristics are used to calculate the model parameters. It is assumed that the discharging and charging 
characteristics are the same.“During the charge and discharge cycles of lead-acid, nickel-cadmium (NiCD), and nickel-metal hydride 
(NiMH) batteries, the Exp(s) transfer function represents the hysteresis phenomenon. When a battery is charging, the exponential 
voltage rises regardless of the battery's state of charge. When the battery discharges, the exponential voltage drops dramatically” [11]. 

 
 
 
                                               
 
 
 

Fig 3.14 Battery Block  
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Fig 3.15 Parameters for Nickel-Metal-Hydride Battery 
 

The Selected type battery is Nickel-Metal-Hydride with a nominal voltage of 50V and rated capacity of 50Ah, initial state of 
charge is 100% and battery response time is 30s. 
3.3 Simulink Implementation 

Procedure of vehicle design and simulation. Overview of  
 
 
 
 
 
                     
 
                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.16 Procedure for design and simulation [6] 
 

Modelling HEV systems is a difficult job. The dynamics range from nanoseconds to long-term wear and ageing effects. It is 
important to restrict the modelled dynamics in terms of the simulations' function. There are a number of software environments that 
can be used to analyse such systems. The Matlab/Simulink environment was used for this mission. In both industry and academia, it is 
now a commonly used simulation programme. Simulink is used to create the vehicle models, which are then fed input parameters via 
Matlab. This allows for quick simulations with changes to the variables being studied. Simulink's graphical user interface, which 
allows for an easy overview of complex systems, is a significant advantage. 
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Fig 3.17 The Topmost level of Simulation model with all blocks 

 
The ICE and an electric motor (EM) supply the necessary traction power in parallel hybrid drivetrains [2]. A mechanical 

coupler adds the strength from ICE and EM together. There are two types of mechanical couplings in general.:  
1 Torque coupling: The coupler in this case combines the ICE and EM torques together and delivers the combined torque to the 

powered wheels. The ICE and EM torques can be managed separately [2]. Because of the power conservation constraint, the 
speeds of the ICE, EM, and vehicle are related in a fixed relationship and cannot be regulated independently. 

2 Speed coupling: In this case, the ICE and EM speeds can be added together, and all torques are linked together and cannot be 
regulated individually [2]. 

 
3.3.1 Series Connection 

The converted electricity can either charge the battery or drive the wheels directly through the motor and mechanical 
transmission. It is an ICE-assisted Electric Vehicle in concept (EV). Mechanical decoupling between the ICE and driven wheels 
enables the IC engine to operate in its very narrow optimum area, which is one of the advantages of series hybrid drive trains.  

 
The near-ideal torque-speed characteristics of electric motors eliminate the need for multigear transmission. A series hybrid 
drivetrain, on the other hand, has the following drawbacks: energy is converted twice (mechanical to electrical and then back to 
mechanical), lowering overall performance. 
Two electric machines are needed, as well as a large traction motor, which is the only source of torque for the powered wheels. 
Heavy commercial vehicles, military vehicles, and buses all use the series hybrid drivetrain [2]. The explanation for this is that the 
bulky engine/generator configuration will fit in large vehicles.  
 

When a structure has a mesh of finite elements, one can perform a variety of simulations. To compare the structural 
performance of the vehicle’s designs, this thesis uses modal and simulations; Modal simulations give information of the structure’s 
performance, while static analyses help evaluate their performance under load. 

 
Other simulations are possible, such as dynamic response simulations. These can provide more detailed information of the 

output, but require more information to set up, e.g., the frequency and magnitude of applied loads for a response simulation. 
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Transmission Block for Series Hybrid Topology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.18 Transmission block details of simulink interface [9] 
 
T_brake: Torque gained by regenerative braking 
T_em1: Torque applied by electric machine 1 
T_ice: Torque applied by internal combustion engine. 
PS: Physical Signal 
w_ice : weight of engine 
 
3.3.2 Parallel Connection 

Mechanical torque coupling is depicted in a mathematical diagram. The torque coupling, as shown in Figure 3.19, is a 
mechanical system with two degrees of freedom. Port 1 is a one-way input, while Ports 2 and 3 are bi-directional input or output, but 
not at the same time. The energy that flows into the device [2] is referred to as input, and the energy that flows out of the device is 
referred to as output. In case of HEV  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.19 Mechanical torque converter [2] 
 

port 1 is connected to the shaft of an ICE directly or through a mechanical transmission.  
Port 2 is directly or via a mechanical transmission attached to the shaft of an electric motor. Via a mechanical linkage, 
port 3 is linked to the driven wheels.[2] In comparison to the series style hybrid relation, the transmission block remains unchanged in 
parallel. 
 
Speed Coupling 

The power produced by two power plants can be combined by multiplying their speeds. Speed coupling systems are used to 
do this. The Speed Coupler is a two-degree-of-freedom system with three ports. Port 1 is a one-way input, while Ports 2 and 3 are bi-
directional input or output, but not at the same time. The energy that flows into the device is referred to as input, and the energy that 
flows out of the device is referred to as output. In the case of a HEV, port 1 is directly or via a mechanical transmission linked to the 
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shaft of an ICE.  Port 2 is directly or via a mechanical transmission attached to the shaft of an electric motor. Via a mechanical 
linkage, port 3 is linked to the driven wheels.[2] 
 

                                          
 
                                                               
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.20 Speed coupler [2] 
 

Power distribution block in parallel Hybrid system: 
 
 
 
 
 
                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.21 Power distribution block for the Parallel, Series and Series parallel [9] 
 

3.3.3 Series-Parallel connection 
There is also an instantaneous comparison of the approximate cumulative losses in the series and parallel hybrid modes in the 

Series-parallel hybrid mode. The most appropriate configuration (series or parallel) is chosen based on this calculation, and the clutch 
is worked accordingly. To keep the device from being too spasmodic, the selected signal is low pass filtered and given a suitable 
hysteresis. The input is the projected cumulative losses. When manoeuvring the clutch, i.e., choosing between parallel and series mode 
in the Series-parallel topology, the output signal is the control signal.  

 
It's important to note that the Series-parallel topology is neither a series nor a parallel HEV when using it. It's just a 

parallelization of a sequence. This means it is carrying a Series-past parallel's (for example, SOC) and is fitted as a Series-parallel [9]. 
Comparisons to a parallel or sequence HEV should be approached with caution. The control system of series-parallel is shown in the 
figure below  

 
 
 
                                     
 
 
 

Fig 3.22 Control system of series-parallel in simulink interface 9] 
 
3.3.4 Power split hybrid connection 

Between the series and parallel hybrid states, the Power Split Hybrid (PSH) has a distorted change. The PSH is also known as 
a complex, hybrid, or dual hybrid vehicle. The two electrical machines and the ICE are connected by a planetary gearbox. The traction 
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motor (electric machine 1) is connected to the ring wheel, the generator (electric motor 2) is connected to the solar wheel, and the ICE 
is eventually connected to the carrier, allowing the ICE to be turned off and the vehicle to drive in pure electric mode. Since the sun 
wheel and the planet wheels are connected, the engine's speed can be easily changed by adjusting the generator's speed. A PSH may 
have a lot of different combinations [8][9]. The number of potential combinations increases rapidly as reduction gears, CVTs, 
advanced planetary gears, clutches, and various numbers of motors are used. The topology's disadvantage is that it can build a power 
vicious circle, resulting in unnecessarily high transmission losses.  

 
3.3.4.a Planetary gear: The light, carrier, and ring wheels are all attached to the planetary gear's three shafts. These are respectively 
related to the electrical machine 2, the ICE, and the electrical device 1. The gear's behaviour is influenced by the size and number of 
gears, the number of pinions, the number of planets, wheel inertia, rotational resistance, and other factors. The planetary gear's three 
shafts are home to the light, carrier, and ring wheels. These are similar to the electrical machine 2, ICE, and electrical system 1, 
respectively [4]. The size and number of gears, the number of pinions, the number of planets, wheel inertia, rotational resistance, and 
other factors all affect the gear's behaviour. Higher helix angles produce higher axial forces, but they also provide increased torque 
power, reduced noise, and easier operation. The planetary gear box is constrained in simulation by helical gear properties for each 
gear. 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.23 Planetary gear box with helical gear constraint 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.24 Transmission block for power split in simulink interface [9] 
 

The power split model also delivers the speed of the different shafts in the planetary gear and the gear losses 
 
 
 
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig 3.25 Power distribution block for power split in simulink interface [9]  
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Step wise modelling of simulink interface vehicle 
 The design starts with a tire block and it consists of four ports namely A, H, N and S. A represents mechanical rotation for 
wheel axle, H is mechanical translational for wheel hub, N is the normal force acting on the tire and S gives the tire slip. The tires are 
connected to the vehicle body block which has 6 ports NF and NR are normal wheel forces connected to front and rear tires 
respectively. H port of vehicle body is connected to tire H port which gives a translational horizontal motion signals to vehicle body. 
Velocity port is a physical signal output port which is connected to Ps-simulink converter and this is connected to display and scope to 
check the max. velocity and full graph of the speed. The connection is shown in detail in the figure 3.28 
 

 
 
 
                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.26 Connecting tires and vehicle body. 
 

Rear Tires A ports are connected to a bevel gear S1 and S2 ports which transfers motion from gear box to tires. And bevel 
gear Drive port is connected to gearbox Follower(F) port.   The next sequence is shown in figure 3.29. 
 

 
 
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.27 Port connections for tires, bevel gear and gear box. 
 

DC-Motor torque direction can be changed by altering the sign of the back-emf or torque constants [5]. The R port of the 
motor is connected to the base conserving ports. The relation between base and follower rotation directions with the Output shaft 
rotates parameter. The C port of the motor is connected to the mechanical rotational reference which gives the input with input 
rotational velocity. The below shows the representation.  

 
 
 
                 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.28 Mechanical rotational reference and DC- Motor with gear box connection 
 

The H-bridge may be operated by the Regulated PWM Voltage block in PWM or Averaged mode before proceeding to the 
next blocks. If the PWM port voltage is greater than the Enable threshold voltage, the motor is operated in PWM mode. The ratio of 
the on-time to the PWM cycle in Averaged mode is defined by the PWM port voltage separated by the PWM signal amplitude 
parameter. The block adds an average voltage to the load that achieves the right average load current using this ratio and assumptions 
about the load. 
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Fig. 3.29 H-bridge and DC-Motor connection along with electrical reference and solver 
 

The H-bridge is connected to the controlled voltage sources such that it gives input to acceleration and deceleration 
commands for the driver model. The below figure shows the connection of ports. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.30 Longitudinal driver and H-bridge connection ports. 
 

The engine block is connected to the PS constant with torque of 50%and B port of the engine is connected to the mechanical 
rotational reference, F port is connected to torque converter and inertia input block is continued with the torque converter. The inertia 
block is connected with gearbox. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 3.31Generic engine with scope and output ports including torque converter and inertia blocks 
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The super capacitor and battery are connected to the DC motor with current controller in between. The power from the 
battery and SC is purely converted into the mechanical power by DC-motor. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Simulation results 

In this section, we'll look at two case studies that show how to build four different types of topologies. Compared to the 
Toyota Prius, both systematic reviews use the same automobile and powertrain components. The preceding chapter include essential 
characteristics for the vehicle and drivetrain components. The average of city (UDDS) and highway (HWFET) cycle consumptions is 
used to measure efficiency in both cases. Using ECMS, a nested formulation is used to solve the HEV control systems problem. The 
performance criteria in both selected articles are 0-60 mph acceleration time, t60mph, and maximum speed, Vtop. Although the 
architecture's maximum torque capability is connected to the 0-60 mph time, top speed is set by the maximum rotary speed of the 
powertrain components [4].  

 
The torque/speed transmission in the ICE will also be equipped with a gear ratio that is appropriate for the maximum vehicle 

speed. At moderate speeds, this will result in restricted performance. The highest efficiency can only be achieved at speeds that are 
rarely, if ever, used legally. The Toyota Prius, like the simulation models in their standard design, is planned for a top speed of 160 
km/h. There are cars on the market, such as pure electric vehicles with a top speed of 100 kilometres per hour.[1] 

 
4.1.1 Series results 

The SOC (State of charge) for the battery in case of series is 47.2% at 600 secs and it is increased after regeneration by 
braking. The result is obtained as 100 % at first and there is gradual decrease upto 50%. The discharge began at start and after the soc 
is below 47.2% the battery is charged again gradually. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 4.1 State of charge for series connection 

 
Maximum speed for series connection 
 
 
 
                   
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.2 Maximum velocity in series results of and recorded as 160km/hr 
Maximum velocity is achieved by giving input values to to dc motor and the engine block. The velocity touches the peak 

160km/hr throughout in this case. 
 

Voltage of battery the battery voltage is simulated for 1000 secs and the graph below shows the voltage drop throughout 
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Fig 4.3 The voltage drop for series from t=0 secs to t=1000 secs 
4.1.2 Parallel results 

The state of charge is 49.7% in case of parallel connection of engine and battery. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 4.4 State of charge of battery in parallel connection 

Maximum velocity: The maximum velocity is unchanged wrt to parallel or series connection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.5 Max speed of Parallel connection 
 
Voltage of battery the battery voltage is simulated for 1000 secs and the graph below shows the voltage drop throughout. The voltage 
drop is less in this case with only 2v from peak voltage  
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Fig 4.6 The voltage graph for parallel hybrid. 

 
4.1.3 Series-parallel results 

The state of charge is 39.3% in case of series-parallel connection of engine and battery.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.7 State of charge of series-parallel 
Maximum velocity: The maximum velocity is still be unchanged to parallel or series connection  

 
 
 
 
                                                  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.8 Velocity of series-parallel 
 
Voltage of battery the battery voltage is simulated for 1000 secs and the graph below shows the voltage drop throughout 
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Fig 4.9 Voltage of series-parallel 

 
4.1.4 Power split results 

The state of charge is 46.8% in case of series-parallel connection of engine and battery. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     
                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.10 State of charge of power split 
 

Maximum velocity: The maximum velocity is still be unchanged to parallel or series connection. The simulation results are  
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4.11 Velocity of power-split 
 
Voltage of battery the battery voltage is simulated for 1000 secs and the graph below shows the voltage drop throughout 
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Fig 4.12 Voltage of power-split 
 

As can be shown, the options for speed and torque are not similar. The torque and speed choices are clearly affected when the 
power split switches. The torque demand of electric machines is the most significant distinction between the topologies. When the 
power split is in series mode, the electric machine 1 provides the entire torque demand, while the parallel mode distributes the torque 
demand to both devices.  
 

Hybrid type SOC (%) Max. Velocity(km/hr) Voltage at 200 sec(V) 

Series 47.2 160 23 

Parallel 49.7 160 71 

Series-parallel 39.3 160 23 

Power-split 46.4 160 70 

Table 4.1 Results table of the simulation values 
 

The results obtained are the varied results. The other results have unchanged and are not stressed in this chapter. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The 4 hybrid electric combinations is simulated in two different drive cycles with real time data sets as close as possible. This 

is completed with the objective to study the performance based on Soc, Maximum velocity and voltage of the battery of the 
topologies.  

 
5.1 Influences of various parameters 
5.1.1 Battery: To emphasise the battery's effect on fuel usage and vehicle performance, it has been decreased to half its original size. 
This led to increased SOC variance but no, or very little, rise in consumption. The SOC is still less than 20%, that means a small size 
battery can also be used. This resulted in a greater SOC variance but no, or very little, rise in fuel consumption. Also with a smaller 
battery, the energy density is sufficient, however the energy capacity can be a real limitation. This suggests a potential benefit from the 
use of super capacitors. Variations in SOC are becoming more common as batteries get smaller. This results in higher losses, but as it 
can be observed, it only has a minor impact on fuel consumption. The absolute estimates of the SOC variations increase as the battery 
size decreases. Since the same amount of energy is needed, though from a smaller battery, that's the case. 
 
5.1.2 Helical gear in planetary gear box in power split: The helical gear constraint is applied for a planetary gear box and the 
results are compared with a spur gear constraint the torque change is been observed with a small variation which is almost negligible. 
The torque is more generated in case of helical constrained planetary gear. 
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Parameter Helical constraint Spur constraint 

Max. Velocity 172Kmph 160kmph 

Torque 150Nm 120Nm 

Table 5-1 Comparison of Helical and spur gears with different parameters 
 

5.1.3 SOC (State of charge): The state of charge (SOC) is a Crucial parameter for batteries, The amount of charge and discharge and 
point of time where regenerative braking charges the battery depends on the soc of the battery at a point of time. 
5.1.4 Super capacitor: Supercapacitors can handle power fluctuations, while batteries take only mean power. The energy 
management will decrease some constraints on the hybrid Energy Storage System by influencing on the control block. The torque 
variations are found in the supercapacitor model, which allows for better current stresses as compared to a battery-only energy storage 
system. 
5.2 Comparing results 
5.2.1 State of charge: The state of charge is seen highest in Parallel topology with 49.7%. The results are checked at particular the 
end of discharge from which regeneration of charging starts by which this small variation changes the amount of power required for a 
long run 
5.2.2 Maximum speed of vehicle  

The distribution of turning force and speed in a vehicle is determined by the car’s top speed. The vehicle's gear ratio is 
affected by the top speed. The default design has a top speed of 160 kilometres per hour. simulations were run, It turned out that 
lowering the maximum speed had the opposite effect of increasing overall performance. However, the result was superior to the 
default design when the alternative maximum velocity is coupled with the different ICE and DC-Motor design. 
 
5.2.3 Parallel vs power split 

The power split is advantageous of being able to select between parallel and series topologies. The cumulative losses were 
used as the switching condition in the simulation. The parallel mode is the dominating, although it is not predominant mode, as a 
result of the mode changes. The voltage drops and other control parameters influence switching mode. Anyway, the pros with the 
power split system are very less, it should be checked with the presented complexity.  
5.2.4 Criterion 

The outcome can be very different depending on the parameters used. For example, there are different types of soc that 
predict the impact of topology selection and energy use. The findings emphasise the importance of state of charge (SOC) and careful 
handling of validation parameters, as a criterion may be used to conceal flaws. The chosen ranking adjusts unstable values and gives 
strength to minor changes.  
5.3 Preferred choice 

While selecting a Hybrid Electric Vehicle drive train topology, it is based on the purpose of use. The results give us parallel 
topology with a better choice. It is less complex than the other four topologies mentioned. 
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